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The place from West Haven offers 16 different dishes and drinks on the card at an average price of $11.6.
What Shawn Tolbert likes about Charcoal Chicken:

Absolutely delicious. And the atmosphere was cutely decorated. This place is a hidden gem, and I’ve lived two
blocks away for a year. I played it simple, I just got the chicken w/rice and beans, which, was a shame because

I’m usually looking for the hottest thing on the menu. However, I’m getting over the stomach flu so I didn’t want to
get anything too spicy or, even, flavorful. But I’ll be back to try more dishes. read more. The premises in the

restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations,
Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside and have something. What ARIANNA M doesn't like about

Charcoal Chicken:
there food is I will never eat at this place ever again! I spent $50 on food that smelt and tasted terrible! it was
rotten chicken like it was cooked days ago! I would not recommend eating there at all! I should have known
better when I seen that no one was even in there eating when I went! This place should be shut down! read

more. Tasty cuisine of international cuisine are freshly made for you at Charcoal Chicken, There are also nice
South American cuisine on the menu. There are also scrumptious American menus, for example, burgers and

grilled meat.
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10 m�� popular
MILK SHAKES $4.5

Sandwiche�
FRITA

Chicke�
ARROZ CON POLLO

Grille� specialitie�
CARNE ASADA $19.3

Starter�
ECUADORIAN CEVICHE $17.5

Plat�
CARNE APANADA $19.5

Tradicionale�
SUDADO $19.5

Sid� Order� - Antojit�
SWEET YELLOW PLANTAINS $4.5

Salad� - Ensalada�
ENSALADA DE LECHUGA CON
TOMATE $4.8

ENSALADA DE LECHUGA CON
TOMATE CON ANGUANCATE $6.8

Charcoa� Roaste� Chicke�
(Poll� Asad� a� Carbo�)
POLLO ENTERO PICADO $12.5

MEDIO POLLO PICADO $7.5

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

BEANS

TRAVEL

PORK MEAT
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